Item No. 4
STAFF SUMMARY FOR MARCH 15, 2017
4.

USE OF DOGS FOR PURSUIT AND TAKE OF MAMMALS

Today’s Item

Information ☐

Action ☒

Discuss proposed changes to regulations concerning the use of dogs for the pursuit and take
of mammals.
Summary of Previous/Future Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Notice hearing
Discussion hearing
Originally scheduled adoption hearing
Today’s further discussion
Potential additional discussion hearing
Adoption hearing

Oct 19-20, 2016; Eureka
Dec 7-8, 2016; San Diego
Feb 8-9, 2017; Rohnert Park
March 15, 2017; Teleconference
April 13, 2017; Teleconference
April 26-27, 2017; Van Nuys

Background
In Apr 2016, FGC adopted changes to Section 265, Title 14, California Code of Regulations,
deleting language restricting the use of global positioning system (GPS) collars and treeing
switches for dogs aiding a hunter; this amendment effectively authorized the use of those
devices as an aid in hunting. Subsequently a lawsuit was filed challenging the adoption
alleging California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) process deficiencies; FGC has
determined that further rulemaking may be necessary to resolve that lawsuit.
The current rulemaking (Exhibit 1) and related CEQA analysis will help to further inform FGC
about the issues related to regulating the use of dogs as an aid to hunting and associated
equipment for those dogs. The proposed regulation inserts a provision prohibiting the use of
treeing switches on dog collars when dogs are used as an aid in hunting and inserts a
provision prohibiting the use of GPS-equipped dog collars when dogs are used as an aid in
hunting; both provisions existed in the regulation prior to the Apr 2016 changes.
In Dec 2016, FGC discussion included a vote that directed staff to prepare a notice for further
rulemaking to be considered by FGC immediately after and at the same meeting as any
adoption of the currently proposed regulation, to consider authorizing GPS collars and treeing
switches. In Feb 2017, FGC voted to continue the current rulemaking to include an additional
discussion hearing during the Mar 15 teleconference meeting and re-schedule the final
adoption until Apr 2017.
FGC requested that DFW staff develop an analysis of the impacts of both allowing GPS collars
and treeing switches and prohibiting the use of that gear; DFW was not able to complete that
analysis in time for this meeting.
Significant Public Comments
•

Opposition to prohibiting GPS collars (Exhibit 3).

•

Support for the proposed regulation due to concerns over impacts to wildlife from dogs
(exhibits 4-6).
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Item No. 4
STAFF SUMMARY FOR MARCH 15, 2017
Recommendation
FGC staff: Add the proposed regulation to the April 13 teleconference meeting agenda to
provide an additional opportunity for DFW to provide FGC a general analysis prior to the
adoption hearing.
Exhibits
1. ISOR, notice, and continuation
notices: http://www.fgc.ca.gov/regulations/2016/index.aspx#265_2
2. Two Letters from Greg Fontana, received Feb 22, 2017
3. Letter from Protecting Earth & Animals with Compassion & Education, received Mar 1,
2017
4. Letter from Public Interest Coalition and Sierra Club Placer Group, received Mar 2, 2017
5. Letter from Advocates for Wildlife, received Mar 2, 2017
Motion/Direction
Moved by __________ and seconded by _____________ that the Commission schedules
further discussion on the proposed regulation related to the use of dogs for the pursuit and
take of mammals at the April 13, 2017 teleconference meeting.
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March 1, 2017con
CA Fish and Game Commission
1416 Ninth Street
P.O. Box 944209
Sacramento, CA 94244-2090
Subject: IMMEDIATELY BAN GPS Collars for Hound-Mammal Hunting and

Training

It’s mind boggling to know that people are allowed to release dogs to beat the brush,
create all kinds of subtle and not-so-subtle disturbances of wildlife, and mortally wound
unsuspecting species, or to suffer injuries inflicted upon themselves by wildlife or
landscape hazards. All these realities and so much more will significantly increase with
the preposterous proposed 12-month delay in implementation of a ban of the use of GPS
collars to hunt mammals.
The CA FGC, along with CDFW staff have been unduly and erroneously influenced—
brainwashed, if you will—by houndsmen with irrelevant and unsubstantiated claims.
Dog safety has been a primary stated reason to allow GPS collars, but this is simply
bogus and illogical. GPS collars will not ensure dog safety. It’s been stated repeatedly:
When a dog is miles from its handler and immediate intervention is called for, it simply
cannot happen physically. GPS collars will allow dogs to roam even further from
handlers making interventions even more difficult.
Another reason stated for allowing GPS collars is dog retrieval. Dog retrieval may be
facilitated, but there are many other, less-invasive and less-damaging mitigation
measures that can accomplish the same level of retrieval and not impact wildlife. As
stated in comment submissions: Neither the FGC nor the CDFW is the business of
domestic animal welfare, especially when wildlife welfare should be the priority.
Domestic animal retrieval concerns are the sole responsibilities of the dog owners.
GPS collars must be banned immediately—not after a 12-month delay. The FGC wrongly
approved the allowance of GPS collars in 2016. Reversing that decision is the correct
action to take. To allow noncompliant GPS use to continue is to condone an activity that
should never have been allowed in the first place and encourages and condones scofflaw
behaviors, including poaching.
Historically, hounding never used high tech, and more importantly, hounds were trained
to stay with their handlers—either via command or tether. Radio collars blew any claims
of the “heritage and tradition” façade out of the fair-chase waters, but now, in spite of
the fact that except for nine southern states, no other state in the continental U.S. even
allows hound hunting of deer, the CA FGC diminishes ethics and fair chase even further
by adding GPS collars to the already-uneven playing field. Deer drives are common
where deer hounding is allowed with GPS collars.
All of this runs contrary to the will of the people. The times are changing and currently,
more than ever, wildlife is cherished and revered by almost all citizens of the United
States. California is a state that not only values its wildlife resources, it also PROTECTS
them, unlike other states that ravage both wildlife and land. When the public even

hears that deer hound hunting is allowed, their first reaction is usually disgust, followed
by anger. Yet the FGC and the CDFW keep their blinders in place.
Unfortunately, due to an out-dated, good ol’ boy, head-in-the-sand mentality, California
still allows killing of the best and the healthiest wildlife species—both for trophy and socalled “sport” (nowadays, if it ever was, hunting is no more a “sport” than knitting is).
Riding around in pick ups or ATV’s with high tech, electronic scoping, scent attractants,
distress and mating calls to draw every species imaginable, tree stands, forage planting
(to work around baiting bans), and on the list goes, takes hunting out of any kind of
historical ethical or fair chase concepts.
Allowing GPS hound collars to hunt deer is an embarrassment. For the longer stretches,
deer cannot outrun dogs due to lung capacity differences. GPS will allow for deer drives
that are common in the south. Those who are to do the killing are called “stands” and
wait at the end of a deer drive. Dogs with GPS collars start at the other end, and as the
chase shifts directions, hounders call the changing-direction coordinates to the stands.
When the deer, one or more, come into sight, it’s akin to a canned hunt—illegal in
California—but GPS will provide the “wink-wink” go ahead.
Because most if not all staff and commissioners of both the FGC and CDFW are known to
engage in wildlife hunting/killing of the biggest and best and using high technology to do
so, and because agencies appear to have bought into spurious dog safety claims, in
spite of evidence to the contrary, the public now rightfully wonders if biased agency staff
members should remove or recuse themselves from any decision making or planned
environmental “analysis” in order to keep some semblance of neutrality in tact.
When bear hound hunting was finally banned via legislation because neither the FGC nor
the CDFW would protect wildlife as they should, almost every hounder who testified and
signed petitions to oppose SB 1221 vowed that he or she was pulling up stakes and
leaving the state—for good!. The few who stayed then said they were leaving when
hounding of bobcats was banned. True to form, they either never intended to leave or
went back on their word, or it was all fake declarations and blustering. Few if any of
them have left.
We urge the FGC to just follow the law. Ban GPS collars and implement immediately.
Then bring back the Notice to allow GPS, and with diligence and good faith efforts,
conduct an in-depth, unbiased environmental analysis of the negative impacts of
allowing GPS collars on hounds.
For the PEACE team,
Randall Cleveland
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[sent via email: fgc@fgc.ca.gov ]

January 26, 2017

California Fish and Game Commission
P.O. Box 944209
Sacramento, CA 94244
Ladies and Gentlemen:

RE: Mar 15, 2017 Agenda Item 4--Discussion Proposed Reg Changes-Sec 265
Implement GPS Ban as Originally Planned and Approved
As stated by the CA Fish and Game Commission (FGC) in at least two previous
meetings, an environmental analysis, for the approved regulation change in early 2016 to
amend Sec 265, title 14, CCR) and allow GPS collars for the first time ever, should have
been prepared. The subsequent plans and approved motions to “right the wrong” and
reverse that decision via a proposal to bring back the ban and once again prohibit GPS
collars for mammal hunting, was a proper and the only responsible action to take.
I. Unacceptable FGC Process
Instead of taking the planned corrective action, on February 8, 2017, the current
ban proposal was stalled due to an incorrect assumption that a functional equivalent of the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) analysis was necessary or required. Our
letter handed to the FGC at the meeting on February 8, 2017 (Attachment A), explains why
no analysis is required. However, assuming that the FGC is determined to vote in April to
approve the rightful proposed ban, the FGC should be aware that the potential negative
impacts from allowing GPS collars for hound hunting will continue.
One of the most egregious actions from the February 8, 2017, meeting was a
motion to delay implementation of the ban (if adopted), for 12 months. The stated reason
for the unacceptable delay is to allow the CDFW time to do an analysis. To abandon what
is a reasonable correction of a previous action via delayed implementation suggests a
disregard of laws that protects wildlife. The time to begin a required CEQA analysis of
GPS collar impacts was in 2015, at the time the Notice to allow GPS collar use was on the
agenda—December of 2015—or when compelling evidence was submitted in the record
and met the CEQA threshold to require the analysis. With the current GPS ban proposal,
there is no compelling evidence in the public record suggesting an analysis for the
currently proposed ban is required. A thorough and valid analysis will be costly and thus
shrink CDFW’s inadequate resources even further. Thus, the arbitrary 12-month delay
suggests other influences are at play of which the public is not being informed.
The FGC unanimously approved a plan to: Amend the current regulation; bring
back the ban of GPS collars for mammal dog hunting; and then go to Notice to amend
again to allow GPS for mammal hunting. Only that would be the proper time to conduct
the CEQA analysis, in order to decide whether to allow GPS collars again, or not. We urge
the FGC to stick to the plan.
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II. Proposed GPS Ban Is Warranted
Specious and disingenuous claims have been made by houndsmen and other
supporters in support of GPS collars for hound hunting of mammals and for training. To
debunk those claims and support approval of the proposed ban and immediate
implementation, we submit the following:
1—Claim: “GPS will allow intervention when needed.” Some GPS collars
advertise ranges of nine miles or more.1 When a hounder (also “handler”) is a mile, let
alone nine miles or more, from a dog on flat or rugged terrain, we submit that effective,
immediate intervention is impossible. A frenzied altercation with wildlife, trespassing,
disruption of wildlife behaviors (including but not limited to migration patterns,
abandonment of young, etc.) will be greatly exacerbated.2 We submit, by reference, the
letter and all the evidence within it, from Public Interest Coalition, submitted to the FGC
on January 26, 2017 to support our contention that intervention will not, and cannot, be
facilitated by GPS collars.
2—Claim: “GPS will not increase poaching.” GPS collars will bring high tech
into the underworld of poaching and create a loophole to avoid citations.
If dogs “accidentally” tree a bear or any other prohibited wildlife species, with GPS
collars, their handlers may communicate with nearby bear hunters and relay the
coordinates. When the bear hunters arrive, the dogs are removed. Worse, bear poachers
will have a field day with GPS collars on hounds as they claim to be hunting other animals.
With “deer drives,” dogs with GPS collars are released at one location by licensed
hunters or hounders, while a “stand” of armed hunters wait at another location with
communication capacity (phone, texting, radio, etc.). The hounders or handlers merely
communicate the directional coordinates of the deer that will be “picked off” when they
emerge—exhausted—in firing range. We believe canned hunts are illegal in California,
but this is about as close as it comes, and why GPS collars should not be allowed.
High technology greatly diminishes or eliminates fair chase. Worse, the more it’s
allowed in wildlife mammal hunting, the greater the opportunities for hacking into other
GPS info and clandestine poaching. Unless law enforcement efforts are increased and/or
agency technology is modernized, there is no way to keep up.3 4 GPS collaring should not
be allowed for mammal hunting.
3—Claim: “GPS collars are about dog safety.” We submit that there may be a few
who are concerned about their dogs’ safety, but either their naiveté or ignorance of the real
dangers to dogs that are released into the wild suggests that dog owners themselves are
creating the unsafe conditions. GPS collars can neither control dog’s reaction in an
altercation nor remove risks that the hounders willingly subject their dogs to.
1

http://gundog.lcsupply.com/2016/06/garmin-astro-320-vs-garmin-astro-430/
“Effects of hunting with hounds on a non-target species living on the edge of a protected area,”
Stephano Grignolio, et al, Italy March 2010.
3
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/tracking-collars-poachers-animals-scientists180962345/ Tracking Collars Can Lead Poachers Straight to Animals, Scientists Warn--A study says
that the new technology could hurt more than it helps. …. “Truth be told, if something isn’t overtly
outlawed it’s likely someone will try to do it—as when Alaskan hunters started using drones to get around
state regulations on big game hunting. As SmartNews reported in 2014, the state then banned the practice.
But it just goes to show that when new technology emerges, it could just as well be used to harm animals as
to help them—unless people team up to do something about it.
4
https://heatst.com/life/tech-savvy-poachers-hack-gps-signals-to-hunt-endangered-animals/
2
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Risks include, but are not limited to, predator encounters, other dogs, traps/snares
(legal and illegal), livestock/land owners who have a right to kill a harassing dog, and/or
physical obstacles that can cause serious, if not fatal, injuries. When in training, handlers
are not allowed to carry firearms, so the likelihood of a handler pulling a bear or mountain
lion off a dog with bare hands is highly unlikely. Because the allowance of GPS collars
will mean more dogs will be released in the wild, it is reasonable and foreseeable to
conclude that dog safety will be reduced or compromised, rather than improved.
4—Claim: “GPS collars will have no impact because deer hunters can only hunt
with one dog at a time. What’s missing from this claim is that there is no limit to the
number of hunters that may be in a deer hunting party, and that each one may have a dog.
Thus the impacts to all wildlife species can be huge as packs of dogs, trained and
untrained, are released that will cross scent and create havoc.
5—Claim: “GPS collars will allow dog retrieval.” There are many alternatives to
GPS collars which avoid and/or mitigate their negative impacts and that will increase dog
retrieval. They have been mentioned before, but they include micro chipping; solid
training on obedience commands (especially “recall”) before release in the wild; handlers
physically keeping up with, or keeping all hounds in range; tethers or leashes (commonly
used for blood tracking of wounded game); and radio telemetry collars. GPS collars and
their increased negative impacts are simply not necessary.
We urge the FGC to vote for the ban on GPS collars and not delay any
implementation. If GPS collars on hounds to hunt mammals are still desired, then the
proposal should go to Notice and the proper CEQA and FGC process should begin.
Thank you for considering our views.

Marilyn Jasper, Chair
Public Interest Coalition
Conservation Comm, Sierra Club Placer Group
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PLACER GROUP
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Attachment A
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[Sent via email]
February 5, 2017
To:
CA Fish and Game Commission (FGC)
Subj: Agenda Item 20—Dogs, GPS Collars—FGC Regulation Change Process
Public Interest Coalition, along with two other organizations, submitted timely
comments on this agenda item (GPS collars/hound hunting) to support adoption for the
February 8, 2017, FGC meeting. Those submissions are included in the “Meeting
documents.” Because the meeting documents, which included the staff summary (SS),
were not posted until February 2, 2017, we were unaware of staff’s recommendation to
continue the action vote to April, and therefore unable to include it in our comments.
Staff recommendations appear to deviate from FGC’s usual adherence to a threestep process of (1) Notice and Initial Statement of Reasons (ISOR, dated 10/7/16, for this
GPS collar issue); (2) Information or Discussion (12/18/16 FGC meeting); and (3) Action
(vote to adopt or not). With the current GPS collar ban regulation change proposal, the
Notice and Discussion steps were completed, and Action was to be on February 8, 2017.
Staff now recommends a continuance of the discussion and adoption decision. This
recommended process change is seemingly well-intended, but we submit it is unwarranted
and not legally required. The current proposed GPS collar prohibition should proceed and
the “Action” step completed as planned. Delaying the process at this time, with the first
two steps having been fully vetted with plenty of public comment opportunity and no
public record to support further analysis, may create non-compliance issues with the
functional equivalent of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and set
precedence for future proposed regulation changes that require CEQA adherence.5
The Notice and Discussion meetings clearly stated the Commission’s intention to
amend Sec 265, Title 14, CCR (to prohibit GPS collars), and the ISOR unequivocally
presented no environmental impacts.6 The ISOR, which in this case is akin to CEQA’s
Negative Declaration (Neg Dec), also assessed and determined that there would be no
statewide adverse economic impacts or any significant impacts on the creation or
elimination of jobs or businesses. The ISOR fully complied with CEQA as a Neg Dec
functional equivalent and anticipated numerous benefits to California’s environment,
including clarification of the requirements for the use of dogs as mammal hunting aids and
for the equipment.7
5 Agreeing to a continuance implies that the public may simply express a pro or con opinion on any
regulation proposal, demand an environmental analysis without submitting substantive evidence, delay the
agency’s actions, and essentially render the ISOR irrelevant. CEQA has specific requirements for timely
commenting, which the courts have upheld.
6
ISOR, pg 3: V. Mitigation Measures Required by Regulatory Action: The proposed regulatory
action will have no negative impact on the environment; therefore, no mitigation measures are needed.
7
Specific multiple benefits identified, pgs 4, 5, and 6, ISOR, 10/7/16.
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We submit that there is nothing in the public record to indicate further
environmental analysis is required or justified. There are no written comments opposing
the proposed ban on GPS collars, no evidence submitted from those who spoke in
opposition at FGC meetings, and no substantial changes in the proposal itself that would
trigger major revisions and/or an environmental analysis.
During oral public comment at the October 20, 2016, FGC meeting, three prohounding citizens expressed opinions with no supporting evidence. Furthermore, two of
them urged the FGC to move forward with the proposal (to ban GPS collars). During oral
public comments at the December 8, 2016, FGC meeting, although the same three speakers
again gave their opinions, they and others who spoke submitted no evidence of impacts
that the prohibition would create, or even may create, on the environment. Substantive
evidence does not include opinions or feelings. Thus, the ISOR fully complies with CEQA
and stands as adequate and complete for the current proposal to proceed to a GPS hound
prohibition adoption vote.
Also at the December 2016 FGC meeting, the notice to the public was that this
agenda item was “Information” only—no action was to be taken. The FGC voted both on
the item (to take action at the Feb 8 meeting) and on a future action (new Notice). One
commissioner stated that doing a full CEQA environmental analysis would get to the
desired objective—an analysis of the impacts of allowing GPS on dogs. He clearly
indicated that no environmental analysis would be needed for the Feb 8 action item.
We submit he was absolutely correct—no environmental analysis of the current
proposal is required under CEQA because it is well established that the current proposed
prohibition will create no significant impacts. This is further confirmed by the fact that no
evidence or citations to the contrary were entered into the public record via the meeting
documents. To “continue” the issue, especially for months, is unwarranted.
The SS states that “DFW staff is developing an analysis of the impacts of both
allowing GPS collars and treeing switches and prohibiting the use of that gear.”
However, that analysis is needed only for any subsequent rulemaking—NOT for the
currently proposed regulation. For the anticipated subsequent Notice (to reverse the
current proposed prohibition on GPS collars if adopted on Feb 8), we support and welcome
both a complete environmental analysis of GPS collar impacts and circulation of a DED to
comply with CEQA. But that does not alter the fact that there is no evidence to oppose or
negate the current ISOR; therefore, staff recommendations to continue the matter to the
future should be rejected. The functional CEQA process has been completed, and
compliance does not include adding analysis or a DED when there is no call for it. There
is no legal requirement or CEQA mandate for the FGC to delay or postpone taking action
on the current proposal to prohibit GPS collars and tree switches for mammal hound
hunting.
We urge the FGC to adhere to its rulemaking protocol, complete the CEQA process
as originally planned, follow precautionary principles, and vote to adopt the current
proposal.
Thank you for considering our views.

Marilyn Jasper, Chair
Public Interest Coalition

Conservation Comm, Sierra Club Placer Group
cc Various FGC and CDFW staff
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Erin Hauge
Advocates for Wildlife
California Fish and Game Commission
1416 Ninth Street, Suite 1320
Sacramento, CA 95814
fgc@fgc.ca.gov
February 28, 2017
Dear Commissioners,
I am writing to request an immediate ban on the use of GPS collars on hounds for hunting
until the impacts of their use on California’s wildlife have been fully studied. The chaos and
suffering that is created by running hunting hounds on mammals is made even worse when
GPS collars are employed.
GPS collars allow for more hounds on the hunt, and hounds can range miles from their
handlers, meaning a lack of control as they move across the landscape, through private
property and across non-target mammal dens that may be harboring young. Mothers fight
to the death and young are ripped apart by activated hounds on the hunt.
Target animals are treed and kept waiting at bay until the handler arrives to shoot the
terrified, exhausted and trapped animal point blank. No fair chase, no sportsmanship, just a
houndsman following a GPS signal to shoot what hounds have trapped or treed. This is not
ethical hunting.
And when hounds range so far from their handlers who are relying on GPS signals over
larger distances, injury and death to the hounds from wildlife encounters increases as well.
I respectfully request a ban on GPS collars while their impacts to wildlife are being studied.
Hounding with these devices increases the indiscriminate loss and suffering of our wildlife,
a valuable and treasured public resource in California. There is much to be accounted for,
including accidental take of endangered species, lethal disruption of non-target wildlife,
damage to personal property including livestock and pets, welfare of the hounds, and
poaching.
We are counting on the Fish and Game Commission to stand up for wildlife and ban GPS
collars until further study is made on the negative impacts of their use.
Thank you for your consideration and for all you do for California’s wildlife.
Sincerely,

Erin Hauge
Erin Hauge
Representative, Advocates for Wildlife
Sacramento, CA 95814

